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Monday 21 June 2021
What’s Happening Today

• KF6
  • Hosted by several Davids and Kévin

• KDE Goal: All About the Apps – macOS / Homebrew Platform
  • Hosted by Yuri Kolesnykov

• KDE Goal: All About the Apps – Linux Platform
  • Hosted by Aleix Pol

• KDE Goals – Selecting the New Goals
  • Hosted by Adam Szopa

• LGBTQ+ Community Check-In & Socialization Hour
  • Hosted by Torrie Fischer

• Shared Chat Components Library
  • Hosted by Janet Blackquill
See you tomorrow!!
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Tuesday 22 June 2021
What’s Happening Today
From the ”Morning” Sessions

• FOSS Energy Efficiency Project / Blue Angel
  • Hosted by Cornelius Schumacher

• Detailed Look at Kdeclarative QML Bindings
  • Hosted by all of the Frameworks People

• KDE Neon
  • Hosted by Jonathan and Harald

• Personal Data Cooperative
  • Hosted by Björn Balazs

• Creating Plasma Mobile Apps
  • Hosted by Aleix Pol
What’s Happening Today

From the “Afternoon” Sessions

• NeoChat
  • Hosted by Tobias Fella

• KDE Goal: All About the Apps – Android Platform
  • Hosted by Aleix Pol

• Plasma Documentation
  • Hosted by Carl and Frederik

• SPDX License Dependency Metadata
  • Hosted by Helio & Andreas
See you tomorrow!!
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Wednesday 23 June 2021
What’s Happening Today

- Qt for Python
  - Hosted by Anupam Basak
- Kirigami and KF6
- Plasma Mobile Top Drawer Implementation
  - Hosted by Marco Martin
- Linux Virtual Desktop – Shells
  - Hosted by Alex Lee
- KDE e.V. Board Office Hours
  - Hosted by the KDE e.V. Board

- Plasma (& LatteDock)
  - Hosted by Marco Martin & David Edmundson
- Inqlude – Collecting everything Qt
  - Hosted by Cornelius Schumacher
- I18n / Localization
  - Hosted by Luigi Toscano
- Frameworks Documentation
  - Hosted by Carl and Frederik
See you tomorrow!!
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Thursday 24 June 2021
What’s Been Happening Today (*Part 1*)

- KF6 Board Prioritization
  - Hosted by David Faure & Nicolas Fella
- 25 Years of KDE
  - Hosted by Allyson & Lydia
- Improve Automation Around AppStream Files & Release
  - Hosted by Carl, Albert, & Jonathan
- Scene Graph Redesign & Effects
  - Hosted by Vlad Zahorodnii
- KDE Goal: Consistency
  - Hosted by Niccolò Ve
- KDE Goal: All About the Apps – MacOS Platform
  - Hosted by Aleix Pol
- User Documentation
  - Hosted by Carl & Frederik
What’s Been Happening Today (Part 2)

- Qt6 on the BSDs
  - Hosted by Ade on IRC
- Promo & W11
  - Hosted by Paul Brown & Aniqa Khokhar
- Making a Living
  - Hosted by Neofytos
- Plasma Bigscreen
  - Hosted by Aditya Mehra & Marco Martin
- “Labortablo” – KDE Desktop Infrastructure for Public Administrations
  - Hosted by Heinz-Markus Graesing from the City of Treuchtlingen
- KDE Craft – Cross Platform KDE Development
  - Hosted by Hannah von Reth
A Peek at Tomorrow (Part 1)

- Final Game Time Session at 7:00 UTC
- BoFs:
  - KDE Goal: All About the Apps – Automation
  - KDE Goal: All About the Apps – Distribution
  - KDE Fundraising Working Group
  - Plasma & Promo Meeting
  - Plasma Bug Triage
  - Qt for Python
## A Peek at Tomorrow *(Part 2)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (UTC)</th>
<th>Track 1</th>
<th>Track 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 17:00     | Community’s Adventures in Analyticsland  
Christelle Zouein & Kevin Ottens | Releasing Android Apps  
Volker Krause |
| 17:40     | Kockatoo  
Paul Brown & Manav Sethi | Qt 6: New Features and Roadmap  
Lars Knoll |
| 18:20     | The KDE Qt 5.15 Patch Collection  
Albert Astals Cid | Interactive Uis in Qt Quick 3D  
Shawn Rutledge |
| 19:00     | O² a WIP  
Nuno Pinheiro | Qt Design Studio an Introduction  
Thomas Hartmann |
| 19:40     | Working Professionally with KDE  
Aleix Pol Gonzalez |  |
| 20:40     | Final BoF Wrap Up, Akademy Awards, & Closing Remarks |  |
See you tomorrow!!
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Friday 25 June 2021
What’s Happening Today

• KDE Goal: All About the Apps – Automation
  • Hosted by Aleix Pol

• KDE Goal: All About the Apps – Distribution
  • Dan Leinir Turthra Jensen

• KDE Fundraising Working Group
  • Hosted by the Fundraising Working Group

• Plasma & Promo Meeting
  • Hosted by David R.

• Plasma Bug Triage
  • Hosted by David E.

• Qt for Python
  • Hosted by Anupam Basak
Thank you for a GREAT week!